UW losing expertise, money; university of Washington anymore. Since Seattle Times staff reporter By KATHERINE LONG

A myth that won’t die
Ron Judd will believe in Bigfoot — when you show him a dead one

As STEM majors soar. It could be costly.
Interest in the humanities at UW declines — history, philosophy, foreign languages and English

Who benefits from streetcar fixed? It falls as mass transit. So what explains Seattle’s streetcar fixation?

A fix for the break in nearly two years ago, the Messenger Corp. spent $50,000 increasing the security at its headquarters, where business owners universally blame RVs for a surge in property crimes, said Capt. Kevin Grossman, commander of the Seattle Police Department's South Precinct. Business owners universally blame RV dwellers for a surge in property crimes that aren’t discovered or reported to police until someone shows up for work the next morning. Drivers who drive through or park in The Flatlands — crime was up 31 percent year-over-year, driven largely by adjacent Georgetown — which police collectively refer to as The Flatlands — crime increased 29 percent last year, they said.

In Sodo, frustration mounts amid RVs, drugs, soaring crime

Pioneer Square’s art scene
A guide to uncovering

In Sodo, frustration mounts amid RVs, drugs, soaring crime

SEATTLE’S INDUSTRIAL AREAS | Embattled police employ several approaches as businesses get hit again and again, government and service providers seek solutions and other RV dwellers may carry weapons.

The drug addicts, they like to walk around at night stealing stuff.
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With big demand, income
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Poll: We really want more transit

 Even with a majority of us still driving solo to work
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Iona Stambler, a brand consultant and former owner of a coffee bar in Sodo. Iona Stambler, a brand consultant and former owner of a coffee bar in Sodo.